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PREFACE 

Cost analysis undertaken by the Standards and Goals Project 
has had two purposes: 

• To analyze and estimate the costs of implementing 
Standards of the Corrections Report, issued in 1973 
by the National Advisory Commission on Criminal 1 
Justice Standards and Goals (policy-oriented purpose); 

• To provide cost guidelines and estimation techniques 
for use by jurisdictions in assessing costs of their 
own ongoing or contemplated activities (technical' 
purpose). 

The Project is presenting the results of its cost analysis 
of institutional-based programs and parole in two volumes. Focusing 
on the policy objective, this volume: 

• Provides brief background on the Corrections Standards 
relating to institutional-based programs and parole; 

• Presents findings of the cost analysis and briefly 
explains the methodology used so these findings can 
be interpreted accurately; 

• Highlights the policy implications of the results. 

Volume I is intended for use as a separate document by criminal 
justice system administrators, legislators and others in need of a 
reference to the policy issues surrounding institutional-based programs 
and parole, particularly those related to cost and implementation of 
correctional standards. In addition, it is designed as a companion 
summary to Volume II which is intended for use by planners and analysts. 
Volume II provides more detailed discussion of cost implications of the 
Standards and demonstrates techniques applicable to estimating costs of 
alternative correctional programs for a particular jurisdiction. 

1 U.S., National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards 
and Goals, Corrections (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 
1973); hereafter referred to as Corrections. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Standards and Goals Project's analysis of institutional
based programs and parole is ~n three parts. Part one assesses the 
economic costs of Standards for the maintenance of offenders in insti
tutional and parole programs, including: design of prison and jail 
facilities, staff size and quality in custodial programs and parole, 
basic support for offenders, and foregone productivity associated with 
incarceration. Part two examines some proposed expansions and changes 
in existing programs: academic and vocational training, institutional 
work experience in prison industries and maintenance activities, the 
payment of prevailing wages to inmate workers, furlough and release 
programs, and financial support for parolees. Part three analyzes se
lected recommendations in the. area of offenders' rights: constitutional 
guarantees and legal services for prison and jail inmates, institutional 
disciplinary and grievance procedures, and reforms of parole grant and 
revocation hea~ing procedures. 

Included in the analysis are three types of costs: criminal 
justice system public expenditures, most of which will appear in the 
correctional administrator's budget; external costs borne by non
criminal justice agencies and private individuals or groups; and 
opportunity costs associated with the fact that when one activity is 
undertaken, another is foregone. 

Following separate summaries of cost analysis of Standards 
related to offender management, new and expanded programs, and of
fender rights, this volume presents a set of criminal justice system 
public expenditure estimates for alternative institutional-based 
programs which include all three components. These estimates highlight 
differences between specific activities and criminal justice costs of 
existing and proposed programs which would meet selected Standards in 
the Corrections Report. 

RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN COSTS OF INSTITUTIONAL-BASED PROGRAMS AND 
PAROLE AND THEIR BENEFITS, OUTPUTS AND EFFECTS 

Although the focus of this report is on the costs of different 
components of institutional-based and parole programs, it is important 
to keep in mind that cost analysis, by itself, does not provide suffi
cient information on which to base policy decisions which are likely 
to lead to efficient or optimal resource allocation. At several points 
in this report, therefore, costs of specific activities or decisions 
(vocational training and revised parole procedures, for example) have 
been related to benefits which may be achieved. More general discussion 
of analysis and issues surrounding the relative benefits, outputs and 
effects of institutional-based programs and parole, as contrasted with 
other community-based programs, is planned for the Project's summary 
report. 
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PART ONE: MANAGEMENT OF OFFENDERS 

Standards in the Corrections Report recommend institutional 
design very different from past and current practice. Institutions 
should be small, accessible to the community, and considerate of 
offenders' rights and privacy. Jails should make provision for ~he 
differences in status among jail inmates, over half of whom are ~n 
pretrial detention. Many other jail inmates should participate in 
community release programs, obviating the need for the high-security 
facilities characteristic of contemporary jails. 

An analysis of recent experience yields the conclusion 
that there are no significant economies of scale in designing large 
institutions. Mean construction cost per bed for recently constructed 
high-security institutions is $37,117; for mixed-security institutions, 
$28,480; and for jails, $27,342. Cost per bed does not vary widel~ 
for the different elements of a multi-purpose, community-based inst~
tution. These construction and equipment costs must be amortiz:d over 
the useful lifetime of the institution. A rate of ten percent ~s 
estimated to reflect interest, retirement of principal, and a small 
allowance for risk and uncertainty in capital markets. Such an annual 
capital cost estimate needs to be added to annual operating costs to 
arrive at a total annual cost estimate for custodial and basic supp~rt 
services. 

Operating costs for only custodial and basic support services 
for existing jails and state institutions are estimated at $3,874 and 
$5,011 per inmate year, respectively. Raising the custodial s.ta£f of 
existing jails to meet the ratio of one custodian for every six inmates 
recommended in the Report would add $345 per inmate year to jail ~osts 
nationwide. It would also involve a major redistribution of staff 
among existing jails, whose staffing patterns vary dramatically. 

No precise staffing targets for institutions or non-custodial 
staff in jails are included in the Corrections Report. However, a 
comparison of total custodial and support staff for existing institu
tions with model staffing proposed by the 1967 President's Commission 
on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice and existing less 
secure, community-based facilities (halfway houses) suggests that the 
custodial and basic support costs of existing institutions may be higher 
than the same costs for proposed community-based institutions or the 
staffing patterns recommended by the 1967 Task Force. 

lSuch staffing differences are explicitly included in the 
estimates for custody and support costs for different types of existing 
and proposed institutions presented in figure 1, and playa major role 
in producing the differences shown in estimated criminal justice system 
expenditures per inmate year. 
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The facility and operating costs discussed above represent the 
burden on only the criminal justice system. They do not include the cost 
to society and the inmate because the inmate is not employed productively, 
or the costs that society bears in supporting the inmate's dependents, or 
the costs that other public or private agencies supplying services to in
mates (for example, public he.alth agencies) bea·r. The foregone productiv
ity (in technical terminology, an opportunity cost) associated with the 
fact that many inmates are not employed at all, or are underemployed in 
tasks which do not make full use of their skills or which they perform 
inefficiently, is considerable. Its aggregate value in 1974 has been 
estimated at $946 and $972 million, for state institutions and jails, 
respectively, allowing for a 15 percent unemployment rate for inmates 
had they been seeking employment in the private economy. (These ag
gregate values are associated with losses per inmate year of approximately 
$5,212 and $7,125, for state institutions and jails respectively.) . 
Based on inmate reports of income received in the year preceding incarcer
ation (for inmates in jails in mid-l972), the foregone earnings of inmates 
incarcerated in jail in calendar 1974 have been estimated at about $3,740 
per inmate year.l (Better prison industries programs and institutional 
maintenance work which are linked with paying inmates prevailing wages, 
recommended in the Report and discussed below, would reduce these costs 
substantially for all inmates participating in these programs.) Insuf
ficient data exist On which to base national estimates of costs associated 
with services to inmates provided by non-criminal justice agencies or 
volunteers, or increased welfare payments to dependents of inmates. 
However, such costs need to be considered as institutional-based programs 
are developed, and as pretrial and sentencing decisions regarding individual 
offenders are made. (Only the addition to such costs because a person is 
institutionalized can be attributed to incarceration.) 

The Standards for size and qualifications of parole boards and 
their staffs imply an average annual budget of about $400,000. Much of 
the additional cost (over current parole board budgets) would probably 
be recovered in reduced incarceration costs resulting from more frequent 
parole grant and revocation hearings, as well as "better" (more carefully 
considered) decisions in cases that are heard. The Standards dealing with 
the salaries and qualifications of parole officers do not appear to have 
significant cost implications, but benefits might arise from improved 
competence or more selective assignment of officers to offenders. 

The Corrections Report advocates flexible parole workloads on the 
model of the Work Unit Program in California, a high-intensity supervision 
program costing about 250 percent as much per case as conventional parole, 
or roughly $750 per parolee. Although the evidence of differential par
olees success under intensive supervision is mixed, the differential cost 
is so small compared to the cost of imprisonment that the intensive pro-
gram appears justified. The justification is strengthened by thp. possibility 
of avoiding the expense of parole revocation procedures, which have re
cently become very costly due to court-mandated protection of parolees' 
rights (discussed in part three). 

lFor discussion of possible reasons for differences in the estimates 
of foregone earnings and productivity loss of jail inmates mentioned above 
($3,740 and $7,125 per inmate year, respectively), see Volume II of this 
report. 



PART TWO: NEW AND EXPANDED PROGRAMS 

Surveys of academic and vocational education in prisons usually 
conclude that the programs exist but that resources are inadequate; in 
jails, in contrast, education and training usually are unavailable. 
The Correction Repprt advocates that all correctional institutions pro
vide a full range of educational resources to inmates. Based on current 
enrollment and funding levels in several systems, the incremental cost 
of academic education through high school equivalency is estimated at 
about $4,000 per enrollee or $1,000 per inmate year, minus whatever ex
penditures are now made. The cost of post-secondary schooling is much 
lower, even if it is made available to all inmates free of tuition or 
other charges, because no more than six to ten percent of all inmates 
can be considered potential enrollees in higher education programs. 

Unlike academic programs, prison vocational education seems 
not to be more expensive than non-institutional programs, but the esti
mate of $2,000 per vocational trainee derived from prison, classroom, 
and "special" programs (such as MDTA and Job Corps) implies an overall 
expenditure of $54 million or about five percent of current operating 
costs for prisons alone. If costs per trainee and participation rates 
in jails matched those in prisons, the aggregate cost of vocational 
training to meet the Standards could be close to $100 million annually.l 
Not all ,of this cost would be incremental, since current expenditures 
per enrollee in some institutions are as high as $1,000 per year. 

1Statistics prepared for this report which are estimates of the 
national expenditure required to meet specific Standards (such as those 
presented above for vocational training) are based on the most recent 
daily population statistics which were available at the time this report 
waG being prepared. For state institutions, this was an estimate of 
181,534 inmates on December 31, 1973, which included all prisoners who 
had been sentenced as adults or youthful offenders and whose maximum 
sentence length was a year and a day or longer, from National Prisoner 
Statistics prepared by the U.S. Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. 
For local institutions (jails), this was an estimate of 136,388 inmates 
in mid-year 1972, which included all inmates 18 and older from the 1972 
Survey of Local Jails conducted by the U.S. Law Enforcement Assistance· 
Administration and the U.S. Bureau of the Census. If there has been an 
increase in institutionalized populations since that time, as some later 
statistics seem to indicate, national cost estimates presented in this 
report need to be adjusted accordingly. 
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Against these costs should be weighed the value of education 
or training of the offender. Economic analyses generally find that the 
increased income attributable to education or vocational training exceeds 
the cost of schooling, but these findings are not immune from technical 
criticism. A more serious problem is that the income potential of of
fenders may fall short of that of the population at large due to barriers 
in the way of ex-offender employment. And even if no such barriers 
exist (or if they can be overcome), correctional systems must realize 
that they bear the costs of the programs while the benefits accrue to the 
offender and society at large. These arguments do not imply that education 
and training should not be funded by or undertaken in institutions; they 
merely suggest that correctional authorities take a broader view of the 
impact of their policies than one limited to their own budgets. 

Even more significant implications are present in the Standards 
dealing witl. prison work and pay and furlough programs. About 75 percent 
of prison inmates probably are employable, compared with current nominal 
employment of about 40 percent and productive employment of less than 
half that many offenders. For inmate employment to reach its potential 
capital equipment and production techniques in prison industries would 
have to be upgraded and barriers to the sale of prison-made goods would 
have to be removed. The latter act is relatively costless, especially 
since potential inmate productivity is small (in the aggregate) compared 
to the private labor force. 

Renovating and expanding the equipment and structures used in 
prison industries, however, would be very expensive. Estimates from 
the private sector imply that the efficient level of capitalization in 
prison industries would be approximately $27,500 per employee. In 
contrast, current capital stock per inmate employee is estimated to be 
about $5,000 or 20 percent of the optimal figure, in one state for which 
data are available. Even allowing for the value of capital equipment 
currently in use, the cost of making prison industries competitive with 
private firms can be estimated at well over $1 billion and probably closer 
to $2 billion ($10,000 to $15,000 per inmate employed in prison industries).2 

lThese estimates include current employment in prison industries 
and institutional maintenance work. 

2These estimates are based on the number of inmates currently in 
state institutions. In the cost estimates shown in figure 1 of this report, 
provision is made for prison industries in proposed community-based as well as 
state institutions. (Community-based institutions are estimated to have 
a smaller proportion of their inmates in prison industries, 32 percent as 
compared with 65 percent, because one-third are estimated to be employed in 
the community.) Since community-based institutions are envisioned to serve 
inmates who would have been in jails as well as state institutions under 
earlier programs, it is possible that the total cost of capital for prison 
industries in both types of institutions might even exceed $2 billion. 
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/,.gf.1inflt t;hesc enormous costs, however, correctional institu-
t !'(ntIJ w(Ju:Id tec:(;:!.ve enormous cost offsets. The largest offset is the 
~/ti 1 U(> of tfH: I,I(\J:ttion:j} goods produced by inmate workers. Value added 
jwr ('mployec 1n the pr:l,vtlte. scctor,-the value of goods produced, net 
oi flu; tl.'l'f {dB eotJt:H--iH llbout $15,000. !f prison industrial output 
C'ClIIld 1)(: IlP)'.ldti.·d 10 lId!, ffgUrl', cnpttnl ('OHtfl c:ould be amortized in 
t~'11 Y!' (Jr(J, eV(~!l w:L Lh :l.nrniJ te wages increased to levels prevailing in 
privllte .lndullu·y. In the latter case, institutional budgets could 
t/lki.~ II f\lr,tll(·r orfoet in the form of deductions from inmate pay for 
Hubu!ul~nre costa. In one stnte where a system similar to that just 
J~ryrr!bcd Is in une, deductions From inmate pay are $121 monthly, or 
[I!'ady ~j,500 pel' j,nnlt1t<l ycnr. This amount is a sizable offset to 
Inntlultlono] operntJng C08tlL (A somewhat more conservative estimate 
of ~i] ,;'00 \H'r tn!llllt;(: Y('B'r :1.8 llsed in deriving net criminal justice 
HY.'H"nl ('OElI ~Ht1I1\iHCI;l for proposed :i.nstttutions in figure 1 of this 
I ('por't .) 

An Dn nltcrn8tivc to increasing the capital stock used in pri
HUll 1nd'I!lt;r.lI.~tl. (~()l'r.ect:tonlll systems could experiment with the 
lit'ont.rnct:lng in" IlYHt(,.!ll now under. development in Minnesota. Private 
\'lIlploY('l'il ('Ir(, pf~nntt:ted to establish operati.ons within institutions, 
l.'mp1oylng 'inrMt('~, but: \lR:l.ng eql.ltpment owned by the private firms. 
Ttl<: 1/0.11' ('0:;1. to the con:ccttonlll system is a small rent subsidy of
l(lJ~('d LO tlll' pr;1.vt.I!.c employers. Advantages claimed for the method are 
\hTlt tdlpncDu!s rechlcc.d, useful skills are learned, imlk1tes are able 
to !H1PPOrt; rhc-lx dt'pendents lind amass savlngs, and institutional costs 
til'" [I,'du('('d by subslt5cence deduttions from inmates' paychecks. 

IIH'll'.JIH'd prOdllt'l i\!Jty i.11 pr.Lson .i.ndustr:l.es implies that pre-
'.'.111 IllY. \";l!W~; l'l1\dd \w pnid tl) Jnm:'ltcs, as the Corrections Report sug
l:(·tilli, \,·jth 1\\1 lit,'( bmlgl'lary dnLi,n IIpon correctional institutions. If 
It,mdlt' v;I1\I(' dddl'd l'I1!H' ttl [he private sector average of $15,000 and 
lam;tl i'li 1.',"" Jld It! t 111'11' prlvntl;' !h'(~tor productlvity of approx:lmately 
~"I1,ll\O pl\lH rl'fn~(' \)('111.'1':111{. tht;'l'(' would still be nearly $4,500 per 
"mpll1vl'd Jnl1\:1,[(' It'fl I_,ith \"lIJ('11 to amort:i.ze c.apital equipment. The problem 
\.':\ t 1\ pnvIl1h prl'\"tJUng Io.'nl;e$ ls t.lw i.neqll:i.t)' posed for inmates who work 
.IL 11l.:.I.lntt'lwIW(· i.H't,lv!t Il'H (')1' nrc othcl'w'ise occlIp:i.ed. One solution is to 
pit" lhl{ 1'I'l'\f\l(1.1ng \,.'iIH('H b~lt 1T\\.n:lmulll wages ($2.00 per hQur as of Hay 1, 
1·11 .... 1 . .!Hing tP $~\. JO (IS of January, 1976) to institutional workers, on 
tin' HI'\lillh!:t t.hilt lilt·\, ,)n.' 'It.'ti:' skl11':'d than employees of prison industries. 
til.' \\l!i( \\t "ilylng l\\:l.n11l1~1l11 .... n!-ws dcpt'ntlti on the number of inmates necessary 
\tl <lp\'l.1t~' \l~IIl\t .. ~I1;l!W~' 'l\'t[\llt1.es. 'rld.s number is variously estimated 
.Il l(l tt1 1(1 \h'p','nt t1f t.1H'inm;Hl' population; the cost of paying minimum 
\'''I}t(·~, :1I\\l ll·!.nf.~' tH'\H,r:ftl'i !:~ thcr;:-fore 8 to?S percent: of current state 
1tltlt! tilt [,\n.il \'pt'rdl InK "ll:,ls. 
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The only budgetary offset to this increased cost is the sub
sistence deductions that could be taken from maintenance workers' 
paychecks. A state (rather than a correctional system) could also 
benefit to the extent that inmate incomes became taxable. Conversely, 
costs of paying minimum wages for maintenance work would be higher 
(in the aggregate) if jail inmates as well as those in prison were 
eligible for such wages. Even if the proportion of the inmate popu
lation productively engaged in maintenance activities is only ten per
cent, the cost of minimum wages and fringe benefits before budgetary 
offsets could reach over $150 million. 

In contrast to these programs, the recommendations of the . 
Corrections Report for improved services to released offenders do not 
have major cost implications. Work release, for example, need impose 
little net budgetary drain if offenders are charged for the additional 
services they receive, such as transportation and supervision while 
away from the institution. There will, however, be some cost for staff 
employed in job placement and coordination of release programs. When 
operated out of jails or community-based institutions rather than more 
remote major institutions, work release or furlough programs could 
return net financial benefits to the correctional system. 

Other furlough programs, such as study release and family 
visits, do not have the same potential for budgetary cost offsets. But 
their budgetary impacts are likely to be negligible. Similarly, family 
furloughs by their nature do not entail supervision of the ~elea~ed 
offender. If inmates are· furloughed to other community-based services 
for which payment is made by non-criminal justice agencies, such actions 
incur external costs. Examples of such costs include drug treatment, 
which can cost anywhere from approximately $1,278 to $6,254 per client 
year depending on the treatment modality, and education in a four-year. 
public college costing an estimated $541 per client year for tuition 
alone. Transportation costs to and from such activities are likely to 
be borne by the correctional system. 

One Standard with specific financial implications is the recom
mendation that parolees be given access to funds to aid them during 
their adjustment to free society. From a broader economic perspective, 
a cash payment to an ex-offender increases the opportunity cost as
sociated with potentially committing a crime, as the ex-offender has 
a certain source of income with which to contrast the expected income 
which could be gained illegally in criminal activities. Stipends and 
loans have been offered by several states, with mixed results and rela
tively low costs. The most positive finding was that $780 over three 
months significantly reduced the probability of rearrest for theft, for 
a group of Maryland parolees. Loans have similar costs, since the bulk 
are not repaid. The Maryland study implies a cost offset for the cor
rectional system of $400 ~gainst the expenditure of $780; in addition, 
there are presumably other benefits to society from a lower incidence 
of theft. 
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L'lke stipendfl or loans, job placement programs for parolees 
nppeor intuitively to be desirable, for the likelihood of recidivism 
.... CJ\.l.ld fJeem :tnversely related to employment. In practice, job place
nlf::nt prognlrllEJ have had favorable impacts on job retention and recidi
VUHI! .to some~' b\,lt not all, jurisdictions where they have been used. 
'1'1\<\ (!(Jflt pel" pll.Jcement J5 g(~n{;!nj] ly ) ower than the average stipend. 

PART THREE: OFFENDERS' RIGHTS 

The Corrections Report makes numerous recommendations dealing 
with the rights of inmates •. Many of them pertain to constitutional 
guarantees such as free speech, religious freedom, and access to the 
public. Although many of these Standards imply major changes in the 
procedures of correctional institutions, the cost implications do not 
appear to be great. 

There are significant implications, however, in the Standards 
that discuss offenders' access to the legal system. Meeting court
mandated standards for legal library materials could cost $20;000 to 
$30,000, plus annual costs of maintaining the collection. (This factor 
is included as part of the cost estimate for libraries in figure 1.) 
Much higher costs are implicit in the requirement that all inmates should 
have access to legal services for criminal and civil matters. Experience 
with programs offering limited free legal services (primarily in civil 
matters) for inmates in 15 jurisdictions is associated with costs per of
fender of $28 to $48 annually. Making allowances for the comprehensive 
legal services proposed in trye Standards, which are to cover criminal ap
peals, civil rights, and disciplinary procedures as well as more routine 
civil matters, may increase the average cost to $50 to $100 per inmate 
year.l Using an intermediate estimate of $75 per inmate year (which is 
also used in figure 1), the aggregate costs for comprehensive legal ser.
vices for all inmates in state institutions would be approximately $13.6 
million annually, while serving jail inmates would cost another $10.2 
million annually. Although these costs are large in absolute terms, they 
are hardly noticeable compared to current institutional operating costs of 
approximately $4,300 and $5,700 per inmate year. In addition, some cost 
offsets may be available if legal services act to reduce the average 
length of term.' 

Another set of Standards deals with institutional procedures, 
and specifically with inmates' rights in disciplinary and grievance 
matters. Most of the recommendations for disciplinary procedures ap
pear to be substantially in effect in most jurisdictions, according 
to a recent survey conducted by the American Bar Association's Center 

lAnother factor that lends support to estimating that the cost of 
providing the comprehensive legal services proposed in the. Standards may 
be considerably higher than the cost of existing correctional activities, 
perhaps $75 or more per inmate year, is the cost experience of existing 
group !tnd prepaid legal service plans. Depending on the type of delivery 
system, such plans cost from $30 to $75 per year in 1975, and. provide very 
limited, if any, coverage for felony matters. For more information, see 
Prepaid Legal Services: How'To Start a Plan (Glastonbury, Conn. and 
Washington, D.C.: Futures Group and National Consumer Center for Legal 
Services, 1975). 
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on Correctional Law and Legal Services, and those that are not do 
not seem to be costly to implement. With regard to grievance proce
dures. the Standards £l're less explicit but the cost implications are 
more significant. Based on a sample of current procedures, grievance 
mechanisms cost roughly $5 to $71 per inmate year. YVhile consid-
(. rabJe va dar :ton can be expected due to either the type of 
gr:Lcvance procedure used or inmates' willingness to use it, even the 
upper end of the range of costs hardly seems significant compared to 
current institutional operating costs. (The estimate of $60 per inmate 
year used in figure 1 is assumed to allow for a relatively high degree 
of j,nma te use.) 

The Corrections Report also advocates certain procedures for 
guaranteeing parolees' rights in parole grant and revocation hearings. 
The prj,ncipal cost implications of the Standards for the parole grant 
hear.ing all work in the direction of lower costs and budgetary savings: 
s:lmplificd pr.ocedures, fewer examiners, and a presumption of eligibility 
after expiration of the inmate's minimum sentence. Against these 
suvings, the Repor.t advocates providing counsel for each inmate. But 
all of theRe financial implications are dwarfed by cost savings if 
i.mproved parole decision-making results in smaller institutional popula
tion" (see earlier discussion of parole under part one). 

Recent court decisions have expanded parolees' rights in parole 
revocation hearings, and the Standards serve largely to codify these 
changes. For example, written records, due process, and counsel are 
to be provided to parolees. In turn, parole boards must bear the costs 
of add:ltional preparation and staff time, and perhaps the services of 
lldd.f.tlonal hear.ing examiners. The Standards also call for prerevocation 
hearings, before the full parole board hears the merits of a case. 

Estimates fr.om California suggest that the costs of complying 
w:l.th this two-stage hearing process are substantial, compared to tradi
c:lonal parole board practices. The full sequence of hearings could cost 
$700 per case, compared with about $40 for the more usual, more casual 
revocatj,on hearing. The cost of the Standard would be even higher if 
free legal ser.v:lces were included. But the cost of implementation 
has 1I substantial offset if the Standard serves, as intended, to reduce 
the extent of revocat:lon and imprisonment of parolees. Even at $700 
or. 1I10re per revocation hearing, the cost of the Standards is small 
compared to the alternative: the higher expected cost of incarceration. 

CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM PUBLIC EXPENDITURE ESTIMATES 
FOR ALTERNATIVE INSTITUTIONAL-BASED PROGRAMS 

It is possible to combine the Standards related to institutional
based programs, whose cost implications have been sunnnarized in the pre
ceding sections, in many different ways. For example, a new or remodeled 
facility which meets the Report's guidelines mayor may not be associated 
with expanded and updated prison industries or legal services. In telms 
of estimated criminal justice system costs per inmate year, the 20 
activity/cost elements shown in figure 1 (some of which may be further 
subdivided) can be combined in many different ways. 

The four types of institutions for which cumulative programs and 
cost estimates are shown in figure 1 are only illustrative. They are, 
however, an important four, since together they show how costs for the 
two most connnon types of existing institutions (jails and high-security 
state institutions) compare with proposed institutions (connnunity-based 
and state institutions with considerably expanded ,programs) meeting the 
Standards. 

More specifically, the four types of institutions for which 
cumulative average criminal justice costs per inmate year are estimated 
in figure 1 are: l 

Existing Local Nonjuvenile Institution (Jail). This 
type of institution has structural characteristics like those 
of recently constructed high-security jails. Its staff 
and services are like those of the average nonjuvenile local 
institution (jail) in fiscal 1973. 

Existing State Nonjuvenile Institution. This type of 
institution has structural characteristics like those of 
recently constructed, high-security institutions. Its 
staff and services are like those of the average state 
nonjuvenile institution in fiscal 1973. 

•. lSeveral different characteristics are used in classifying 
institutions for different types of cost estimates (security, location, 
level of government, and so forth), due to differences in the source 
data used to calculate the estimates. 

- 13 
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Proposed Community-Based Institution. This type of insti
tution has the structural characteristics of recently con
structed mixed-security institutions. Its custodial and 
support staff and services for high-security inmates are 
modeled after recommendations of the 1967 Task Force on 
Corrections, President's Commission on Law Enforcement and 
Administration of Justice; custodial and support staff and 
services for low-security inmates are modeled after staffing 
patterns for existing halfway houses. Program staff and 
services are associated with specific recommendations for 
academic and vocational training, prison industries, and 
libraries in the Corrections Report. Allowances for of
fender rights' services and inmate payments are also based 
on recommendations in the Report. 

Proposed State Institution. This type of institution has 
the structural characteristics of recently constructed high
security institutions. Its custodial and support staff and 
services are modeled after the 1967 Task Force's recommenda
tions. Program staff and services are associated with spe
cific recommendations for academic and vocational training, 
prison industries, and libraries in the Corrections Report. 
Allowances for offender rights' services and inmate payments 
are also based on recommendations in the Report. 

In interpreting and utilizing any of the estimates shown in 
figure 1, the following should be kept in mind: 

• Even if a proposed institutional-based program contained 
all of the proposed activities shown in figure 1, it 
would not necessarily be consistent with all of the 
Standards in the Corrections Report. Standards singled 
out for analysis by the Standards and Goals Project are 
those for which economic significance could plausibly 
be assumed, and for which data were available to esti
mate economic impacts. Specifically avoided because of 
an absence of conclusive analysis of their impact on the 
post-release economic behavior of offenders were tradi
tional counseling, transactional analysis, reality 
therapy, forms of behavior modification, psychotherapy, 
and other approaches to corrections based on the 
"treatment model" discussed in the Report. 

• The cost estimates shown in figure 1 are the best ap
proximations for national averages (in 1974 dollars) which 
could be derived, given data and resource limitations the 
Standards and Goals Project faced. It is expected that 
these estimates will need to be adjusted to reflect local 
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conditions and inflation since 1974. For more detailed 
guidelines on how such adjustments can be made, Volume 
II of this report should be consulted. 

Included in these cost estimates are only those costs 
borne by the criminal justice system. In making compar
isons between different types of institutional-based 
programs (and institutional-based and other correctional 
activities), not only criminal justice system but also 
external and opportunity costs have to be considered. For 
example, a major cost difference between the ave~age 
existing state institution and an institution meeting" 
Standards in the Report regarding prison industries would 
be a reduction in the opportunity costs of incarceration. 
This would occur as a majority of the institution's in
mates are allowed to earn incomes more closely approxi
mating those they would receive if they were employed 
"on the outside." Opportunity and external costs for 
institutional-based programs were summarized earlier in 
this report and will be highlighted in the summary 
Standards and Goals Project report which brings together 
findings from cost analyses for institutional-based and 
other types of correctional activities. 

There is such a need to distinguish between average cost 
estimates, such as those shown in figure 1, and measures 
of marginal cost. The marginal cost for an institutional
based program is the addition to total cost of that pro
gram as one more inmate is provided with the program's 
services. Over an extended period of time (several years), 
as capital and labor resources can be shifted to meet 
changing demands for different types of services (correc
tional, criminal justice or other), marginal and average 
cost approach each other in value. However, over a shorter 
period of time (such as the correctional administrator's 
fiscal year), capital and labor resources are much less 
flexible and so marginal and average costs can be expected 
to be quite different. More specifically, because so many 
correctional costs are fixed, marginal cost is much lower 
than average cost. The addition or subtraction of one 
inmate year for an institutional-based program's output 
will not increase or decrease the amount of the institution's 
total costs by an amount equal to average cost per inmate 
year, but by considerably less than that amount. (And 
if too many inmates are added but most of the resources 
remain fixed, the nature or "quality" of the institution's 
services is also altered.) 
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The estimates shown in figure I indicate that the net criminal 
just:l.ce costs for proposed institutions meeting the Standards analyzed 
can be expected to be not too different from those of existing institu
ti.ons, :i.f an allowance for capital costs is included for both. (What 
thts means is that the existing institution [with which a proposed 
lnstitut:i.on is being compared) is not utilizing a 100-year-old facility, 
but rather one that has been constructed in the last 2S or 30 years so 
that the facility is still being paid for and/or depreciated.) 

The largest difference is expected to be between existing local 
Inst:f.tut:i.ons (ja:i.ls) and proposed community-based institutions, whose 
net costs per inmate year are estimated at $7,041 and 7,925, respectively. 
The m<ljor sources of this difference are the cost of new and expanded 
pr.ograms for community-based institutions ($1,437 as compared with $433 
for jails) and 1.ncreased operating costs for custody and support for 
community-based :i.nstitutions ($4,424 as compared with $3,874 for jails), 
both of: which are somewhat offset by the allowance of $900 for inmate 
payments for basic support for the proposed community-based programs. 

With an allowance for inmate payments for support (assuming 
they are paid prevailing wages), proposed state institutions are esti
mil ted actually to cost the criminal justice system less per inmate 
year than existing state institutions, $8,296 as compared with $9,439. 
In Ildd:1.tion to inmate payments for support just mentioned, the other 
IlwJor source oE cost variation between the existing and proposed state 
:I.nst:i.tutions is in operating costs for custody and basic support 
which are reduced from $5,011 for existing institutions to $3,931 for 
the proposed :I.nstitutions. The assumption of profitable prison indus
t rI.es, which pay back their O\VO capital costs and sllPport prevailing 
wages for the 65 percent of their inmates who work in them, is also a very 
Importnllt factor in the lower criminal justice system cost estimate for 
proposed state institutions (and a less but still significant factor in 
<.:ommun:l.ty-based institut:i.ons in which one-third of the inmates are as
sumed to be so employed). 

CONCLUSION 

Correctional institutions and parole in the United States are 
major public programs, accounting for well over $2 billion annually 
in public expenditures. It is inevitable that any substantive set of 
recommendations, such as those in the Corrections Report, would them
selves have major fiscal implications. Simply to add up the costs of 
implementing all the Standards dealing with institutions and parole 
not surprisingly yields a large dollar figure, measured in the hundreds 
of millions annually. 

But merely adding up the implementation costs does not· give 
a complete or accurate picture of the resource implications of Standards 
related to these correctional activities. The case for many of the 
Standards does not rest primarily on their economic implications, but 
instead on the equity or administrative impact that they would have 
on the correctional system. In other cases, economic considerations 
are paramount, but costs are offset in,whole or in part by fiscal bene
fits, either to the correctional system or to other elements in society, 
In any event, the Standards can be evaluated and implemented singly, 
or at least in small groups, rather than on an all-or-nothing basis. 

When analyzed on this basis, it is clear that many of the 
Standards for institutional progranlS and parole have cost implications 
that are substantially offset by the financial benefits that accrue 
to the advantage of the correctional system. In addition, economic 
benefits accrue in many cases to elements of society other than the 
correctional system: skill training, academic education, or employemnt 
that an ex-offender can translate into income; the possibility of lower 
crime rates; and the likelihood that society's burden of supporting 
offenders' dependents can be reduced. 

Many of the Standards of the Corrections Report imply judge
ments about human values rather than solely economic costs or benefits. 
But, as the analysis of this report shows, even an economic calculus of 
the impact of the Standards must be much broader than simply an 
accounting of budgetary costs to the correctional system. The dual 
purposes of this report have been to provide such a calculus at the 
aggregate level of entire correctional systems, and to illustrate how 
this analysis can be applied by single institutions or programs in 
their evaluations of the Corrections Report. 

- 19 -
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Estimated Criminal Justice System Public Expenditure per Client Year (in 1974 Dollars) 
for Eight Types of Residential-Based Correctional Activities 

Type of Activity 

Existing State Nonjuvenile Institution. This type of institution has structural characteristics like those 
recently constructed, high-security institutions. Its staff and services are like those of the average 
state nonjuvenile institution in fiscal 1973. 

Existing State Nonjuvenile Institution (Jail). This type of institution has structural characteristics like 
those of recently constructed high-security jails. Its staff and services are like those of the average 
state nonjuvenile local institution (jail) in fiscal 1973. 

Proposed Community-Based Institution. This type of institution has the structural characteristics of re
cently constructed mixed-security institutions. Its custodial and support staff and services for high
security inmates are modeled after recommendations on the 1967 Task Force on Corrections, President's Com
mission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice; custodial and support staff and services for low
security inmates are modeled after staffing patterns for existing halfway houses. Program staff and services 
are associated with specific recommendations for academic and vocational training and libraries in the Cor
rections Report. Allowances for offender rights' services are also included, based on recommendations in 
the Report. 

Proposed State Institutions. This type of institution has the structural characteristics of recently construct
ed high-security institutions. Its custodial and support staff and services are modeled after the 1967 Task 
Force recommendations. Program staff and services are associated with specific recommendations for academic 
and vocational training, prison industries, and libraries in the Corrections Report. Allowances for offender 
rights' services are also included, based on recommendations in the Report. 

Halfway Houses. Provirling Basic In-House Services. 

Halfway Houses. Providing Basic In-House Services and Community Resource Referral. 

Halfway Houses. Providing Basic Services and Community Resource Referral Utilizing Volunteers . 

Halfway Houses. Providing Comprehensive In-House Services • 

Estimated Cost 
Per Client Year 

*9,439 

7,041 

8,844 

9,215 

5,973 

6,649 

5,883 

8,049 

N 
o 

Estimates for proposed institutions (all except the first two types) do not include allowances (reductions) for client payments for 
services received. Such reductions could decrease net criminal justice system costs of proposed institutions and halfway houses 
by over $1,000 per year for those clients productively employed and paid prevailing wages in the community or institution main
tenance or industrial work. The magnitude of such a reduction will depend on (a) the proportion of clients able to pay (produc
tively employed and commensurately paid), and (b) the types of services for which client payments are collected (basic support 
only, support and program, etc.). 

~------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ---- ----
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